
AMC Entertainment Holdings, Inc. vs Hedge
Funds

AMC Entertainment Holdings, Inc.

Survives Hedge Funds Onslaught

SHIBUYA, TOKYO, JAPAN, November 29,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Another

year moving forward meme stock

darling NYSE:AMC (AMCE

Entertainment Holdings, Inc.) survives

Covi-d 19 pandemic aftermath,

bankruptcy, and a full range onslaught

of negative narrative articles from

supporter of Hedge Funds to suppress

AMC stock.  AMC CEO Adam Aron

unorthodox introduction of APE stocks

and a recent reverse stock split

strategy to keep the theater chain

opened worldwide was a success.

Based on available public information, NYSE:AMC stock has been suppressed with naked

shorting, millions of FTD’s not closed, ETF swaps, and public negative narratives from news

articles supporting Hedge Funds.

Now with the United States SEC intervening with a new upcoming rule on transparency to stop

stock manipulation from naked shorting, AMC and many other public traded companies will

have a fair playing field in the stock market not abused by dark pool and spoofing.  Presently,

South Korea and Thailand has now banned “short selling”.  Many companies went bankrupt due

to not able to raise equity caused by naked shorting. 

Hedge Funds liquidity has dried up with many worldwide Banks closing doors. Recently, AMC the

company improved their fundamentals from movies coming out and Taylor Swift in theaters

globally. 

Now with RENAISSANCE: A FILM BY BEYONCÉ in December, new movies and distribution plans,

AMC future earnings looks positive going into 2024 and years to come. Bankruptcy is no longer

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://intl.beyoncefilm.com/


in the cards as AMC thrives with a new outlook in fundamentals.  AMC Entertainment Holdings,

Inc. vs Hedge Funds, who will win? Based on fundamentals, retail investors including SEC sees a

MOASS coming, while Hedge Funds scramble with liquidity issues. Proof is that several Hedge

Funds have closed, and many will be bankrupt by Banks being over leveraged.

マフィップ looks forward in seeing Anime and Asian cultural movies in all AMC Theaters worldwide.

Who knows maybe RED: Fate and Time Inseparable…A Promise could be seen in AMC Theaters.

マフィップ  and one of its future partners, Japan’s top powerhouse publication/entertainment

company may discuss their titles distribution directly with AMC Entertainment Holding, Inc.?  A

proposal is in consideration and  

マフィップ look to expand future titles and collaboration with Asia entertainment companies.

Additional joint Japan business venture updates will be made available in future global press

release as details acceptable to マフィップ and its affiliates.

This article contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These

statements may differ materially from actual future events or results, specifically in the areas of

future sales growth and profitability. Forward-looking statements are inherently subject to risks

and uncertainties, some of which cannot be predicted or quantified. Future events and actual

results could differ materially from those set forth in, contemplated by, or underlying the

forward-looking statements. The risks and uncertainties to which forward-looking statements

are subject include, but are not limited to, the effect of government regulation, competition and

other material risks.

Stock recommendations / Ad and comments presented on mafip.org are solely those of the

stock quotes, third parties', and forum opinions. They do not represent the opinions of mafip.org

on whether to buy, sell or hold shares of a particular stock.  Investors should be cautious about

any and all stock recommendations and should consider the source of any advice on stock

selection. Various factors, including personal or corporate ownership, may influence or factor

into a forum opinion.  All investors are advised to conduct their own independent research into

individual stocks before making a purchase decision. In addition, investors are advised that past

stock performance is no guarantee of future price appreciation.

Mafip.org a private corporation holds no registered stock of the said affiliation.

About AMC Theatres Distribution

AMC Theatres Distribution is the distribution arm of AMC Entertainment, which is the largest

theatrical exhibition company in the United States, the largest in Europe, and the largest in the

world. RENAISSANCE: A FILM BY BEYONCÉ will be distributed globally by AMC Theatres

Distribution and its sub-distribution partners – Variance Films in the US, Cineplex in Canada,

Cinepolis in Mexico and Central America, and Trafalgar Releasing outside of North America.

Movie theaters wishing to play the film should visit https://intl.beyoncefilm.com

https://www.mafip.org
https://intl.beyoncefilm.com


AMC Entertainment Holdings, Inc. https://www.amctheatres.com

マフィップ is a new emerging privately held international management organization engaging in

blogs and co-producing upcoming Japanese franchise brand manga, anime, music, and live

action film through translation of light novel series. This organization is here to entertain the

audience worldwide as well partnering with innovative technologies, publication and

entertainment companies. All other trademarks and music are the property of their respective

owners. RED art, images, characters & stories are owned and copyrighted through RED ©2023 陳

順 元 & 陳 元 天 使. All Rights Reserved. https://www.mafip.org
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